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Preface
Principles and Practice of Programming in Java 2008—Special issue
It is again a pleasure for us to present to you another special issue of the best papers from the Principles and Practice of
Programming in Java conference series. The 6th International Conference on the Principles and Practice of Programming in Java
(PPPJ 2008) was held in Modena Italy on 8–11 September 2008. We are happy to say that we have managed to increase
the numbers of submissions and participants over the years. We have also, with the help of our excellent local organizers,
managed to maintain or even increase the quality of our program. So, we were again able to select several fine papers to
present to a wider audience as a special issue of the Science of Computer Programming:
• The power of Java to embed Domain Specific Languages is demonstrated by the paper ‘‘On Designing Safe and Flexible
Embedded DSLs with Java 5’’, which reports also on practical experiences.
• To increase the flexibility of Java programming, the paper ‘‘Delegation by Object Composition’’ introduces ‘incomplete’
objects — these are objects with missing methods which will be provided at runtime by composed ‘complete’
objects.
• Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) techniques have already been extensively applied to Java code; however applying
AOP to library classes has been problematic. The paper ‘‘Comprehensive Aspect Weaving for Java’’ proposes an approach
which overcomes these difficulties and allows standard Java library classes to be weaved too.
• In the paper ‘‘‘Slimming’ a Java Virtual Machine by way of Cold Code Removal and Optimistic Partial Program Loading’’,
the authors present an approach which allows parts of the program to be dynamically loaded and discarded on the basis
of a prediction algorithm. The approach is intended for use in Java-enabled devices with a small amount of memory.
• Profiling interactive applications is not a trivial task. The paper ‘‘Listener Latency Profiling: Measuring the Perceptible
Performance of Interactive Java Applications’’ addresses this issue and proposes an approach based on listeners which
measures latency of applications and allows them to be tuned.
• The paper ‘‘Compact and Efficient Strings for Java (See erratum, this paper was mistakenly already published in issue
75/11.)’’ proposes a new implementation of strings. It greatly reduces the run-time overhead for managing string objects
without changing their semantics. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
In this context, we want to thank the reviewers for the special issue who did a great job, as always. In alphabetical order,
these are Tarek Abdelrahman, Jean-Baptiste Aveugle, John H. Blind, Kevin Casey, Satish Chandra, Diego Raul Ciega, Francesco
d’Altonico, Andreas Gal, Pavel Gşuchy, Tony Hosking, Ondřej Lhoták, Priya Nagpurkar, Martin Pluemicke, Arno Puder, Pekka
Sokea, Sudharshan Vazhkudai, Jeremy Singer, Clark Verbrugge, and Mirko Viroli. We would also like to thank the original
Program Committee and all the local contributors for their excellent work on the conference.
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